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Chairmen’s Report
Dear Stakeholder,
We take pleasure in discussing our business
environment and the developments during
Financial Year 2005. It has been a record year
for the Company not only in terms of financial
performance but also with regard to the
emerging opportunities in the marketplace
and the actions that we have initiated and
undertaken to get the most out of them.

“Large global
pharma players are
increasingly
embracing
outsourcing of
various acitivities
across the entire
value chain.”

The domestic economy continues to expand
at a healthy pace, and despite a lower than
expected monsoon and increasing oil prices
globally, the country's GDP for FY 2005 is
expected to register a growth of over 6.5%.
The global economy too is expected to
register a decent performance,
although there has been
some deceleration due to
the impact of oil price driven
inflationary pressures. The
pharmaceuticals and
life sciences sector
is among the
better performing
segments of the
global economy
with substantial
opportunities
unfolding for
high quality,
costcompetitive
and IPR
compliant players
from India.
The rapid growth in
the global life sciences
industry, coupled with
changing market
dynamics especially in
the developed and
regulated markets, is
creating some unique
and fast
expanding

opportunities in the area of outsourcing.
Escalating healthcare costs have resulted in
increasing cost pressures on both generic and
innovator pharma companies in the regulated
markets, encouraging them to explore avenues
that reduce costs without compromising on
quality. Towards this end, large global pharma
players are increasingly embracing outsourcing
of various acitivities across the entire value
chain. Today, the total outsourcing opportunity in
pharma sector is estimated to be about
US $ 48 billion. Given India's large scientific
talent pool and cost advantages, we believe it
can potentially capture about 20% of the global
pharma outsourcing market.
India has all the right
ingredients for success in
pharma outsourcing.
Companies with
strong knowledge
base and an
organizational
culture that
promotes
innovation
and
customercentricity are
likely to benefit
most from these
global
opportunities.
From that
perspective, we
believe, Jubilant
Organosys is
ideally placed to
enhance its role
as an
outsourcing
partner to the
global pharma
and life sciences
industry.

Jubilant not only enjoys the India
advantages, but also supplements that with
many other inherent strengths that give the
Company a competitive edge as an
outsourcing partner. We are present across
the entire pharmaceuticals value chain. At
one end, we have established a strong value
proposition aimed at early stage drug
discovery, through bio/chemo informatic
databases, medicinal chemistry services and
clinical research. Our APIs and dosage forms
businesses constitute the other end of the
spectrum. Straddling both ends of the value
chain are our Custom Research and
Manufacturing Services business, where we
are able to seamlessly scale up the
manufacturing of advance intermediates and
fine chemicals for bulk actives from lab scale
to bulk commercial supply. We believe that
our capabilities are remarkably unique,
enabling us to partner our customers for their
outsourcing needs as a “one stop shop” for
products and services right from drug
discovery to supply of dosage forms.
What differentiates us is our long-standing
expertise in chemistry and complex chemical
reaction technologies. Our chemistry
knowledge accumulated over the last
25 years, pioneering investment in R&D from
a very early stage, and manufacturing skills
have allowed us to acquire a proven track
record of quality and timely delivery. This in
turn has resulted in long-term and sustained
customer partnerships. We continually
undertake fresh initiatives to ensure that our

R&D-led competitive edge sustains.
As responsible corporate citizens, we believe
that sustainable growth is possible only when
we take all our stakeholders along with us in our
growth journey. The communities around our
workplaces and the environment forms integral
part of our decision making process. We weigh
all our commercial activities on its impact on
these key stakeholders.
Our philosophy
“Our highly integrated manufacturing operations
places our
and ability to stretch ourselves has allowed us to
customers at the
create unrivalled level of competence in our key
centre of
products, with one of the best cost structures and
everything we do.
a global focus.”
It is our intention
to be recognized
as key, reliable and trustworthy partner to our
customers, with a view to exceed their
expectations from us. Our growth and our
success is a result not only of our strategy and
efforts, but more importantly the support and
co-operation that we receive from all our
stakeholders.
In essence, we believe in creating mutually
value realizing, highly trustworthy and reliable,
fair and equitable open relationships with all our
stakeholders. This in our opinion lays a strong
foundation for creating and enabling “Jubilant
Partnership” with each of our stakeholders. It is
these “Jubilant Partnerships” that enable our
success and progress, and it will always be our
endeavour to strengthen each of these
relationships in the future.

Shyam S Bhartia

Hari S Bhartia

Chairman and Managing Director

Co-Chairman and Managing Director
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Executive Directors’ Messages

DR. J M KHANNA
Executive Director & President – Life Sciences

“As a true partner to global pharmaceutical
companies, we prepare ourselves to offer a
complete range of products and services
for companies. In a short span of 2 years,
we created a state-of-the-art R&D and
cGMP complying manufacturing
infrastructure for innovation,
manufacturing and
delivering products of international quality
to highly regulated markets. We will
continue to enhance our international
presence through acquisitions and
alliances in Europe and USA which in turn
would strengthen our business capability
to market our products / services in the
regulated markets.”

S N SINGH
Executive Director & President – Chemicals

“Global operations have to be of global
scale. In most of our product categories
we have global size operations, providing
international levels of efficiencies and
offering the highest standards of service to
meet our customers' needs. Our
technological know-how and strong
capabilities in complex chemical reactions
enable us to partner our customers with
the promise of complete protection of
their intellectual property.
Keeping in view our manufacturing profile,
business model, partnership-led customer
relationships, and strong sense of social
responsibility, we continuously better our
operations and enter into higher value
segments. We believe that we have the key
levers and drivers in place that can be
relied upon to deliver better value and
performance in the future.”
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S BANG

Executive Director – Manufacturing & Supply Chain

“In order to build sustainable partnerships
with our customers, it is essential that we
demonstrate high levels of efficiency and
cost competitiveness that are
complementary to our technical
competence. We achieve that by partnering
with our vendors, suppliers, workers and
other associates who enable us to ascertain
optimum inventory levels and provide us
with seamless reach to our customers in
the global marketplace. Our supply chain
and manufacturing teams are very
customer-focused, with a high degree of
awareness about customer requirements
and a yearning to compare favourably with
international benchmarks. This is
complemented by our unwavering
commitment to the environment, employee
health, safety and sustainable development.
These management initiatives and value at
all points across our operations, benefit us,
our vendors, suppliers, customers and
eventually our shareholders.”

R SANKARAIAH

Executive Director – Finance

“The financial year 2005 proved to be a year
of all round achievement for the Company.
Enabled by its international acquisitions and
R&D initiatives, Jubilant Organosys has now
become a composite pharmaceuticals
industry player, offering products and
services to global pharmaceutical and
agrochemical customers. Operationally, the
Company continued to deliver strong growth
recording an increase of 36% in net sales
and a 52% rise in net profits for FY 2005. We
have strengthened the balance sheet
through strong operational performance,
raising equity through private placement
and issue of unsecured Foreign Currency
Convertible Bonds with an international
listing. This has resulted in substantial
improvement in all the key financial ratios
of the Company enabling future growth.
Participation of the highly recognized global
and domestic investors changed the
shareholding profile significantly. The
Company remain committed to enhance
shareholder value.”
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Directors’ Messages

BODHISHWAR RAI Director
“The past year has been quite eventful,
both for the industry and the Company.
The industry has witnessed significant
interest from global life sciences majors
for outsourcing of certain activities to
capable and efficient players in low-cost
geographies. Jubilant Organosys, as
India's largest CRAMS company, is
bound to benefit from such trends. In
keeping with its leadership status,
Jubilant has also expanded its own
presence and acquired pharma
companies in Europe during fiscal
2005. The future appears promising and
I am confident that the management
team of Jubilant has the competencies
to convert emerging opportunities into
tangible achievements.”

ARABINDA RAY Director
“I have been on the Board of the
Company practically from its inception.
Its decision to exploit a special
technology to use molasses rather than
petroleum stock was the precursor of
several breakthroughs. It has been a
rewarding experience to see a modest
sized enterprise setting out to make a
single organic compound and its byproducts, become a major
international player in the
pharmaceutical industry. This has
been achieved through a meticulous
search for the right opportunities,
assessing one's own capabilities
professionally to take advantage of
them. The result of these initiatives is
reflected in the market's confidence in
the Company which can only get
further strengthened in the
approaching years.”

SURENDRA SINGH Director
“Jubilant Organosys Ltd. is a well
managed company that lays special
emphasis on product quality. It is
constantly on the lookout for ways to
extend its horizons to the limit. It
observes all the tenets of good
corporate governance and shows great
concern for all its stakeholders, i.e.
shareholders, customers, employees
and community at large.”
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AJAY RELAN Director
“The Indian economy as well as its
corporate sector is fast gaining global
competitiveness. A number of
industries in the country like
information technology,
pharmaceuticals and chemicals among
others, are already world class. A vast
country with huge resources and highly
skilled people, India is set to become a
key economic power in the next few
years, facilitated by its inherent
advantages. As a leading player in the
country's life sciences sector, Jubilant is
well-placed to leverage upon India's
growth drivers and its own strengths to
register rapid growth in the
coming years.”

H K KHAN Director
“In a global economy, continuous
growth inspired by vision is the key to
success. These are the qualities I
found in the leadership of
Jubilant Organosys.

Spanning over three decades of close
association with the Chemical and
Pharma industry, my experience has
convinced me that this industry has
tremendous potential for expansion in
the international arena, if it is based
on quality backed by a skilled research
team, constant search for new fields
and a dynamic leadership with a high
corporate morale.

DR. NARESH TREHAN Director
“The Indian pharma industry has for
long played an important role in
helping maintain healthcare costs in
the country at affordable levels, and
with its competitive development costs
and skilled talent pool, it is now poised
to replicate that in the global
marketplace. Jubilant, enabled by its
strong R&D base and internationally
accredited manufacturing facilities, is
ideally placed to partner with global
pharma companies. Such partnerships
serve the dual purposes of lowering
costs for international drug companies
and opening up new markets for
Jubilant where significant
opportunities exist.”

These qualities are the hallmark of
Jubilant Organosys Ltd.”
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“India, given its advantages of low development cost, skilled
manpower, internationally accredited manufacturing facilities
having cGMP and complex chemical synthesis capabilities,
would be preferred destination for outsourcing.”
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OVERVIEW OF THE BUSINESS
ENVIRONMENT
The economy outlook remains positive
The Indian economy continued to chart a
healthy growth path during the year under
review, with most estimates pointing to
an over 6.5% growth in GDP for fiscal
2005. Productivity across all core sectors,
barring agriculture which experienced a
deficient monsoon, has shown
improvement. During the first ninemonths of
“Indian economy continued FY 2005, the
to grow much faster than
industrial
world economy. Though the sector
registered a
major global economies
growth of
witnessed deceleration,
8.4%, the
pharmaceuticals and life
highest after
sciences sector was among
1995-96, and
the better performing
the services
segments ”
sector
recorded an 8.9% growth during the
same period. Inflation has remained at
acceptable levels for most part of the
year, although the impact of rising crude
oil prices gives some cause for concern.
The economy's ability to maintain its
growth momentum despite a deficient
monsoon and global oil price-led
inflationary pressures indicates strong
fundamentals. Going forward, we believe
that the country's investment climate and
economic outlook is expected to
remain positive.
From the global perspective, there
appears to have been marginal
deceleration in some of the key
economies, including the regulated
markets that we and our partners operate
in – such as the US, Germany and Japan
in late 2004. However, a more than 3%
overall growth in world GDP is expected
during the year 2005. The pharmaceutical
and life sciences sector is among the
better performing
segments of the
global economy with
substantial
opportunities
unfolding for high

quality, cost-competitive players in
India. These opportunities are more
pronounced for companies that
can leverage their existing
strengths to emerge as
reliable and valuable
outsourcing partners to
the global life sciences
industry.

Outsourcing in the
pharma sector
There has been a steady
and impressive growth in
global pharmaceutical
outsourcing in recent
years. Given the multiple
advantages that
outsourcing offers to
manufacturers and
consumers, such as reduced
costs, shared risks and improved
time to market, it is expected to
maintain its progressive momentum in the
years ahead. Due to the knowledge-intensive
nature of the pharma and life
sciences industry, opportunities
“Global outsourcing in pharma is
for outsourcing exist across the
today worth US$ 48 billion and is
entire pharma value chain.
expanding from manufacturing
Accordingly, recent trends and
outsourcing to knowledge based
our own experiences show that
areas like research.”
in addition to the traditional
outsourcing activity of contract
manufacturing, new activities like contract
research, contract sales and bio-informatics
are also fast becoming
significant
contributors to the
global
pharmaceutical
outsourcing pie. As
a result, the global
market for
pharmaceutical
“Outsourcing offers
outsourcing, which
multiple advantages to
is currently about
manufacturers as well
$48 billion, is
as to consumers and is
estimated to grow
expected to gain
to over $55 billion
momentum.”
in the year 2005.
Europe is
currently the
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“Jubilant not only enjoys the India advantages, but also
has inherent strengths that provide it a competitive edge
as an outsourcing partner.”
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“Market dynamics and
regulatory pressures are
motivating pharma
companies in regulated
markets to explore the
option of outsourcing.”

largest market for pharmaceutical
outsourcing, primarily due to stricter
government controls on prescription drug
prices, which in turn compel large
pharmaceutical manufacturers to explore
ways to keep their costs low. Market
dynamics and regulatory pressures are
increasingly motivating pharma
companies in the US too to squeeze
costs, and outsourcing through contract
manufacturing and related activities is
rapidly gaining acceptance there. The
increasing cost pressure on both generic
and innovator pharma companies in
regulated markets due to spiraling
healthcare costs, has resulted in these
companies exploring cost effective
options of outsourcing. These events are
expected to continue driving the growth
of outsourcing in the global life sciences
segment.

Pharma outsourcing and the India
advantage
The key success attributes for an
outsourcing services provider are quality,
technological capability, skilled
manpower, and confidentialityled trustworthiness. India
is seen as an ideal
outsourcing
destination, as it
has the right blend
of cost advantages
in terms of human
resources, material, and
project implementation.
The country has already

demonstrated its technical strength in the
areas of IT, chemistry, biotechnology, and
process engineering. The country's large and
diverse population could be
a catalyst for significant
“India not only offers cost
success in the area of
advantage in terms of human
clinical research
resources, material and project
outsourcing. Of the total
implementation, it has a track
outsourcing opportunity in
record of IPR compliance.”
the global pharma sector,
estimated at US$48 billion
currently, India could capture around 20% of
this opportunity.

The Jubilant advantage as an outsourcing
partner of choice
Evidently, while countries such as India –
with access to a large talent pool of
engineers and researchers – would be
natural beneficiaries from the expansion of
global pharma outsourcing, that in itself will
not suffice for Indian companies to be able
to participate in these emerging
opportunities. Indian companies with a solid
R&D base, presence at multiple points in the
value chain, strong chemistry
and bio-sciences expertise,
world-class
manufacturing
infrastructure,
proven respect for
IPRs and robust
relationships with
international life
sciences majors would be
in a better position to
capitalize on the global
outsourcing opportunity.
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“Positioned as a “one stop shop” for products and services
right from drug discovery to supply of finished dosage forms,
Jubilant is ideally placed as an outsourcing partner of choice
for the global life sciences industry.”
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CRAMS

APIs &
Dosage Forms

Drug Discovery

Manufacturing
Jubilant has a presence across the entire
pharmaceuticals value chain, right from
research services for early stage drug
discovery, advance intermediates from
lab to commercial scale to APIs, and
development and supply of
dosage forms.
We are able to leverage our chemistry
knowledge, strong R&D and
manufacturing skills, accumulated over
the last 25 years, to create world-class
products and services. We have a proven
track record of quality and timeliness in
delivery that is evident from the longevity
of our customer relationships. Our
process capabilities to scale up from
milligram quantities in laboratories, to
metric tonne quantities in multi purpose
plants, are unique and unparalleled. Our
sustained and long-term customer
relationships continue to help us leverage
our strengths and expand our portfolio of
products and services that form our
complete integrated value chain.

STRATEGY AND BUSINESS MODEL
We, as an organization, have been able to
successfully evolve into a company
present across the entire pharma and life
sciences value chain, from advance
intermediates and fine chemicals to APIs,
discovery services, clinical research, and

finished dosage forms. Such a
comprehensive offerings profile, combined
with strong product and process capabilities
acquired over the past 25 years, has enabled
us to emerge as a composite
pharmaceuticals industry player. This in turn
has laid a solid foundation for us to
implement our growth strategy.
Our strategy for continued rapid growth is
three pronged, where we aim to
+ consolidate our position as the preferred

partner for the outsourcing needs of the
worldwide pharma and life
sciences industry,
“Present across
+ ensure that we steadfastly

sustain our status as reliable
partners, not competitors, to
our global customers, and

entire pharma
value chain with
strong R&D and
manufacturing skills”

+ continuously move up the value

chain through organic and inorganic
initiatives.

Outsourcing partners of choice to global
pharma and life sciences industry
Leveraging the emerging outsourcing
opportunities in global pharmaceuticals and
life sciences sector is at the core of
Jubilant's strategy for future growth. The
advantages we enjoy as an India-based
global player with formidable technological
and manufacturing expertise, reputation for
high quality and an international customer
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profile that includes some of the most
quality-conscious companies, make us
the outsourcing partners of choice for the
global pharma and life sciences industry.

Absolute commitment to partnership at
every stage
We offer products and services to
customers across the pharma and life
sciences value chain. This has enabled us
to become a one stop shop for products
and services for global pharma and
agrochem
“Our investment in R&D right from the
customers,
inception has enabled us to move up the value who regard us
chain and transform ourselves to a composite as dependable
and
pharmaceutical industry player.”
trustworthy
partners. We are therefore committed to
maintain an unwavering focus on
partnering with our customers at every
stage of the value chain without
competing with them in the market place.
This commitment distinguishes us as
reliable and long-term partners for our
customers.

Continuously moving up the
value chain and competing
in the global markets
Our progress over
the years has been
driven by a series
of strategic
initiatives that
have enabled
us to evolve
today into a
composite
pharmaceuticals
industry
player. The
key enablers
across all our
past and
ongoing
initiatives
have been our
pioneering
investments
in resultoriented R&D

and thrust on continuously moving up the
value chain, led by our knowledge base.
Innovation, therefore, has been and
continues to be the cornerstone of our
growth strategy.
Our sustained R&D efforts since inception
have enabled us to move up the value chain,
to grow and transform ourselves into a
composite pharmaceuticals industry player.
Our solid R&D establishment also allowed us
to become more efficient and attain worldclass quality standards for our products and
services, which helped us expand our
operations to the international markets.
Today, Jubilant is a global player. We
compete in the global market place and
most of our export revenues today come
from discerning customers in highly qualityconscious markets such as Europe, the US,
and Japan.
In addition to driving innovation and growth
through our own internal efforts, we have
also successfully reduced our learning time
by the acquisition of knowledge led
companies in India and Europe. These
acquisitions have accelerated our ascent
up the value chain,
complemented our
offerings
portfolio,
strengthened
our market
presence
and
contributed
to overall
performance.
We continue
to look for
similar
opportunities
in markets
such as the US
to further
enhance our
market
presence and
value
proposition.
Having defined
a clear
strategy,
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“The Company collaborates, with its customers at each stage
of their developmental and commercialization process and
offers cost effective and efficient solutions.”

we have created a business model that
supports our stated objectives and makes
us a
“We have driven innovation and
unique
growth through inhouse
player
within the
development supported by
sector. We
acquisition of knowledge led
derive our
companies.”
strengths
from our robust capabilities on both
aspects of operations – manufacturing
and services – and enjoy high levels of
operating efficiencies that gives us
competitive advantage across all product
categories.

COMPETITIVE STRENGTHS
We enjoy unique competitive advantages,
owing to the multiple strengths that have
either been acquired over the years or
resulted due to the way we manage our
operations. As we move further up the
value chain, becoming a preferred
outsourcing partner to the world's pharma

and life sciences industry, the ability to
retain and attract customers is increasingly
dependent on creating trust in the quality of
our products and making them available at
costs that help our customers enhance their
own cost competitiveness – which ultimately
lowers the cost of healthcare and benefits
the end-user.

Research and development
Jubilant Organosys is a knowledge-led
organization. The drive to be innovative and
to excel in the quality of our products have
been our core business value since the time
we began operations several years ago as a
chemicals manufacturer. We believe that our
rapid and successful ascent up the value
chain has been powered by our initial
pioneering investments in R&D activities.
Over the past 5 years, we developed 143
new products that accounted for 23% of our
revenues in FY 2005. We, today, have over
250 scientists, 70 of them PhDs, working in
R&D labs spread over a combined area of
170,000 sq. ft., equipped with the latest
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scientific
instruments and
tools. During the
year under review,
we invested about
8% of our
revenues from
pharmaceuticals
and life science segment on R&D.
“Today, we have created
a world-class R&D
organization that has
delivered in terms of
new products, new
processes, and
substantial cost
savings.”

During the year, significant investments
were made to expanding our R&D
initiatives in existing businesses and also
started the R&D work in new areas such
as formulation development, chemistry
services and clinical research.
The R&D in CRAMS business has further
expanded during the year. A team of 45
scientists are working in this area which
has resulted in 7 new products added in
CRAMS portfolio during the year. Process
development and optimization projects
for global companies were also
completed which are expected to result in
supply of intermediates / fine chemicals
in commercial quantities during the
fiscal year 2006.
The team of scientists dedicated to API

development is now close to 100 scientists.
This expansion has resulted in 12 APIs on
which R&D work has been completed and
they are ready for supply in semi-commercial
quantity. The team is now working on
another 15 APIs and is expected to finish the
R&D work on these products during the
current fiscal year. These products are
expected to be commercialized over the next
2-5 years depending on the patent expiry of
the products.
The Company is setting up a new R&D centre
for development of dosage forms. The
facility, spread over an area of
20,000 sq. ft, equipped with latest
equipment to develop new processes and
products going off patent in years to come
and also the new drug delivery systems for
products still under patent. The formulation
R&D is focusing on developing solid dosage
forms of capsules and tablets and will have
R&D scale tableting facility and capsuling
machine. We will conduct both real time and
accelerated stability studies of the products
developed in these R&D labs.
Our subsidiary company, Jubilant Chemsys
Ltd., has set up the facility to carry out
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chemical synthesis of medicinal
compounds for drug discovery
companies to facilitate their lead
optimization process. This facility has the
capacity to undertake 8-10 projects
simultaneously and about 50 scientists
can work in this facility. This medicinal
chemistry services R&D is spread in
25,000 sq. ft. area and currently employs
47 scientists. To avoid cross
contamination of data, the scientists are
extensively trained in data generation,
reporting and secrecy before they take up
the commercial projects. This R&D facility
is equipped with latest communication
equipment also to ensure instant
connectivity and real time reporting.
We are determined to continue investing
in R&D to fuel our growth in the coming
years.

Manufacturing and supply chain
Over the past 25 years, we have
accumulated extensive learnings, a wellstabilized base technology, process
efficiencies, and global scales in all our
key products. While our global scale

makes us more efficient, our vertically
integrated manufacturing facilities, located
strategically near raw material sources and
customers, allow us to be cost competitive.
The main feedstock for us is a renewable
resource, molasses, which hedges us
against petrochemical cycles that other
players face and makes our operations more
environment-friendly. In order to better meet
evolving market demand and needs, we have
also established flexible multi purpose
plants that can manufacture multiple
products based on market dynamics.
During the fiscal year 2005, we expanded
our manufacturing capacities mainly for our
CRAMS and APIs businesses. We
commissioned a new multi purpose facility
for the fine chemicals which has a reactor
capacity of 100 kl. This facility has started
commercial production in the month of
March 2005. To offer the seamless scale up
from lab scale to commercial scale, we set
up a kilo lab facility with a reactor capacity of
3.6 kl. This kilo lab, built with technical
assistance from PharmaPlan, was
commercialized in February 2005. The kilo
lab facility is now being further expanded by

“We are catalyst to
the business of our
customers and help
them in accelerating
their development
process and in
enabling their
faster reach to the
market.”
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7 kl to meet the growing demand for
process development and optimization.

“Our efficiency in
managing our supply
chain for effective
procurement of quality
materials and timely
delivery of finished
products leads to total
customer satisfaction.”

The impact on the environment guides
our investments in expanding our
operations. We have set stringent norms
for environment management and meet
international standards. We are
committed to be the zero discharge
operations and have already achieved it in
three of our manufacturing facilities in
Nira, Samlaya and Nanjangud. Our
Gajraula facility will also achieve zero
discharge status by 2006. During the year,
our Nira facility was also granted
ISO 14001 certification.

strength of our quality and reliability as a
partner. Resultantly, we have an outstanding
track record of retaining our clients with
repeat, and often enhanced, orders.
We export our products to more than 150
customers in the life sciences industry in
around 55 countries, assisted by two
marketing subsidiaries in the US and China
and subsidiaries in Europe. While growing
and strengthening our customer
relationships, we have also ensured that our
sales in terms of customer spread are
diversified, which is evident from the fact

Our API facility at Nanjangud was also
granted US FDA approval for Lamotrigine.

Customer profile and exports
We have built strong customer
relationships in the global market, on the
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